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Needlework Accessories: Unfortunately the lovely Mother-of-Pearl and other lovely products such as
Needleminders & Scissors from Kelmscott Designs have all increased in price. New prices are as follows Thread Winders (Baroque, Butterfly, Celtic, Rondelle) ~ $22.50 each
Thread Keeps (Acorn, Heart, Sampler House) ~ $25.00 each
Ruler ~ $27.50 each
:
Thread Hoops ~ $4.50 each
Thread Rings (Bluebell, Heart, Round) ~ $2.50 each
Needleminders (Decorative - Acorn, Butterfly, Curious Cat, Nita’s Peacock, etc.). ~ $22.50 each
Needleminders (Alphabet - Individual Letters) ~ $25.00 each
Scissors (Little Gems) ~ $25.00 each : Scissors (All other designs) ~
$29.50 each or $33.50 each
However, they have introduced some lovely new items such as scissors and needleminders. They are KELM:ANGEL: Angel Scissors
)
KELM:ER1: Elizabeth I Miniature Scissors
)
$29.50 each
KELM:FLOWER: Flower Pot Scissors
)
KELM:OWL: Owl Scissors
)
KELM:NM-CROWN: Crown Needleminder. A royal crown in white on a burgundy/plum background. $22.50
KELM:DAISY: Tiny thread rings in the shape of a daisy. $2.50 each
Designs: From a new designer, Wendy KC Designs, two new designs for those of us who love gardens in which
flowers, bees & bee hives are found. Both designs are $39.50 each.
KELM:BEES - Bees’ Garden Stitching Accessories: A treasure box, scissors case, scissors fob & a pinkeep.
KELM:MORE - More Stitching Accessories in the Bees’ Garden: A thread roll, a needlecase & a biscornu.

Designs: Judy Whitman has been busy as she has already published another two new little
booklets since February! And these are quite different as each little book contains several designs
Gallery location: Wyndom House, 1821 Pakowhai Road, R.D. 3, Napier 4183
on the same theme & offer a variety of layouts & finishing suggestions. Accordingly there has
Fridays: 10am - 4pm (or By Appointment)
been a price change too.
Phone & Fax: 06 878 1260 : www.barberryrow.com
JBW 221 - Fall Ornamentals: Twelve separate little designs & an additional acorn border. Each
little design is embellished with brass charms and/or beads. Designs & Embellishments: $30.00
JBW 222 - The Bunny Collection: A set of five bunny designs, with a number of layouts for design
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purposes (eg. a single bunny could be used as a birth sampler with a name & date, two bunnies could be placed side by side for a twin birth sampler,
three bunnies in a row with the phrase, “Once upon a time” stitched below or a row of cabbages or four or the five bunnies could be stitched together.
Each bunny has a different “filling” - plaid, flowers, gingham, flowers & stripes, alphabet. Charts for an upper and lower case alphabet & numerals are
included. Designs: $23.00

JBW 222 - The Bunny Collection
Designs : $23.00

JBW 221 - Fall Ornamentals
Designs & Embellishments : $30.00

Threads & Ribbons:
Gatherer are mostly the drab colours that are found in our modern world.
Silk ‘n Colors: $13.50 per skein
SR4 292 - Glowing Ember: A medium apricot orange
SNC 289 - Mr. Mineri’s Opal: Palest pink & cream
SNC 290 - Jaded Green: A washed-out sage green
SNC 291 - Irish Cobb: Light sage green
SNC 292 - Glowing Ember: A medium apricot orange

:

Newest colours from The Thread

Silken Ribbons: $11.00 each

SNC 325 - Water Nymph: Medium aqua green
SNC 1077 - Grungy Green: More grey than green
SNC 1078 - Concrete Meadow : Pale grey
SNC 1079 - Concrete Popsicle: A pale grey concrete colour

